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Abstract: In the context of the potential future use of unmanned ground vehicles for forest inventories,
we present the first experiences with SPOT, a legged robot equipped with a LiDAR instrument
and several cameras that have been used with a teleoperation approach for single-tree detection
and measurements. This first test was carried out using the default LiDAR system (the so-called
enhanced autonomy payload-EAP, installed on the board of SPOT to guide autonomous movements)
to understand advantages and limitations of this platform to support forest inventory activities.
The test was carried out in the Vallombrosa forest (Italy) by assessing different data acquisition
methods. The first results showed that EAP LiDAR generated noisy point clouds where only large
trees (DBH ≥ 20 cm) could be identified. The results showed that the accuracy in tree identification
and DBH measurements were strongly influenced by the path used for data acquisition, with average
errors in tree positioning no less than 1.9 m. Despite this, the best methods allowed the correct
identification of 97% of large trees.

Keywords: unmanned ground vehicle; precision forestry; proximal sensing

1. Introduction

Extensive research conducted in recent decades has focused on the use of unmanned
platforms in forestry [1–3]. The rapid progress in the forestry industry has generated
growing global interest in deployment of unmanned vehicle systems with different levels
of automation [4,5]. Sun et al. [3], identified two types of forestry unmanned platforms
(FUPs) that serve different forestry applications: unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) and
unmanned air vehicles (UAVs). Both platforms have been increasingly used in recent years
to acquire different types of data and to perform various forestry tasks [3,6].

Although numerous studies over the past decade have explored UAVs equipped with
different sensors for forestry applications [7–9], there has been relatively less interest in the
use of UGVs. However, according to Oliveria et al. [6], the development of robotic UGV
systems capable of operating autonomously in forest environments is of considerable im-
portance for the public and private sectors in the context of precision forestry. Distinctively,
Forestry 4.0 has gained recognition for the integration of robotic systems and electronic
devices into a wide range of forestry activities, including environmental monitoring, fire
prevention, inventory management, tree planting, pruning, and harvesting.

In the context of forest inventories where the time spent on field data acquisition is
considerable, UGVs have the potential to bring about fundamental changes in data collec-
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tion methods [10,11]. UGVs equipped with different sensors, such as LiDAR and cameras
(e.g., 360◦, RGB, multispectral, thermal), and with mobility, perception, and adaptability to
different environments can autonomously collect a wide array of high-resolution data [12].
This data acquisition capability can in principle provide detailed information on forest
variables, including tree height, diameter and biomass, thus potentially contributing to
comprehensive and accurate mapping of individual trees [11].

While UAVs today can operate with fully autonomous mission controls, robotic UGVs
are still “teleoperated” in most cases. Teleoperation refers to the remote control and opera-
tion of these vehicles by a human operator. It involves using communication technologies,
such as wireless networks or satellite links, to establish a connection between the operator
and the UGV. The operator can then control the movements, activities and operations of
the UGV from a remote location using various input devices, such as joysticks, keyboards,
or graphical user interfaces. The UGV can also provide feedback to the operator, such as
live video feeds or sensor data, to help him make informed decisions during operation.

On this note, we present the first test carried out in the field of forest inventory and
mensuration with the SPOT legged robot from Boston Dynamics [13]. Since its release on
the market, SPOT has found applications in various fields, such as mining [14,15], construc-
tion [16–18], police operations [19] and in the guidance of blind people [20]. However, as
far as we know, its use in forestry is still unexplored.

This first test was carried out to evaluate the general behavior of SPOT in a forest
environment and to assess whether the default LiDAR system (the so-called enhanced
autonomy payload—EAP), installed onboard SPOT to guide its autonomous movements,
can also be useful for the identification, mapping and DBH assessment of individual trees.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Test Site

The test site is located in the Vallombrosa Biogenetic National Nature Reserve in central
Italy. The reserve extends for 1273 ha, with an altitude between 470 and 1447 m a.s.l. [8,21].
The analysis was conducted in a flat test area of 500 m2 characterized by the presence of
silver fir (Abies alba Mill.), in the dominant layer, and European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.),
with sporadic presence of chestnut (Castanea sativa L.), belonging to the European Forest
Type no. 7.3—Apennine–Corsican mountainous beech forests [22] (Figure 1).

2.2. Overview of SPOT Capabilities and Functioning

The SPOT legged robot [15], developed by Boston Dynamics, was used as a platform
for teleoperated data collection. The robot, inspired by the physiognomy of the dog, is
1.10 m long and 0.50 m wide. It has an adjustable walking height from 0.52 to 0.70 m and
a sitting height of 0.19 m for a total battery net weight of 32.7 kg. This robot can move
at three different speeds up to 1.6 m s−1, carrying up to 14 kg with two payload ports.
SPOT’s main parts include the body, which houses computers and cameras, and the four
legs, each composed of a hinged knee that connects the upper and lower sections of the leg
and a ball joint at the hip where the upper leg connects to the body, for a total of 12 degrees
of freedom (Figure 2). The hip joints can perform an external/internal rotation of ±45◦

and a flexion/extension of ±91◦ with a deviation of 50◦ from the vertical, on the X and Y
axis, respectively, while the knee joints have a flexion/extension range from 14◦ to 160◦.
Motors, cameras, sensors and payloads are powered by a single battery with a capacity of
564 Wh and a maximum voltage of 58.5 V, which requires a charging power of 400 W at
a maximum current of 7 A. The battery autonomy in a typical runtime is around 90 min
and up to 180 min in standby mode. SPOT can work in temperatures ranging from 0 ◦C to
40 ◦C. Charging time strongly depends on the ambient temperature and the type of charger:
it varies between 50 min (Spot Dock charger at 25 ◦C) and 180 min (SPOT Dock charger at
35 ◦C). The expected battery life is around 500 cycles at 80% capacity. The weight of the
battery varies between 4.2 kg (Explorer model) and 5.2 kg (Enterprise model).
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Figure 1. Test site location in Italy (A) and inside Vallombrosa Reserve (B). Overview of individual
tree position (in blue: silver fir; green: beech; yellow: chestnut) (C). SPOT on the test site (D).

SPOT is equipped with default with five optical cameras that allow a 360◦ field of
view (FOV). Camera functions include: black-and-white and color fisheye, range (depth),
and infrared. Five stereo pairs of depth cameras are used for depth perception and obstacle
avoidance up to a distance of 2 m, with an FOV of ~90◦ in each direction, with four blind
spots near the hip joints where FOV does not overlap. Obstacle avoidance is automatic and
fully managed by SPOT software. The user can disable the obstacle avoidance function or
modulate the minimum distance at which obstacles are detected to suit a wide range of
situations and terrainn even in rough and obstacle-rich environments.
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Figure 2. (A) major parts of SPOT; (B) Spot Velodyne LiDAR; (C) mounting the payload on the SPOT 
platform (adapted from https://support.bostondynamics.com/s/article/Spot-anatomy accessed on 14 
July 2023). 

Nominally, the robot can walk in steep terrain, up to ±30°, in a temperature range of 
−20/+45 °C with illumination of at least 2 lux, making it particularly suitable for forestry 
applications. The maximum step height is 30 cm on flat terrain and 22 cm on stairs. 

The SPOT enhanced autonomy payload (EAP), consisting of a SPOT CORE I/O GXP 
and a Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR sensor, is placed in the front payload port to improve depth 
perception and detection capabilities up to ~120 meters, recording the point cloud generated 
when working in Autowalk mode. The VLP-16 has a range of 100 m, and the sensor’s low 
power consumption (~8W), lightweight (0.83 kg), compact footprint (~Ø103mm × 72mm) 
and dual return capability make it ideal for UGVs and other mobile applications. Velodyne’s 
LiDAR Puck supports 16 channels, ~300,000 points/sec, a 360° horizontal field of view, and 
a 30° vertical field of view, with ±15° up and down shooting pulses at 903 nm wavelength. 
The Velodyne LiDAR Puck has no visible rotating parts, making it highly resistant in harsh 
environments. SPOT CORE I/O provides additional computing capability, with 48 tensor 
cores, NVIDIA Volta GPU for intensive tasks, and hosts the software required for the Velo-
dyne LiDAR service to connect with the SPOT robot. SPOT GXP is a part of SPOT CORE 
and provides network and data interfaces and regulated power in an integrated package, 
greatly enhancing the computing and communications capabilities of the SPOT platform. 

The fundamental aspects of SPOT operations, including walking, posing and safety, 
can be performed from a simple tablet or smartphone using the SPOT Boston Dynamics 
application. The robot is easy to use and autonomous in everything related to stability and 
obstacle avoidance. It features stand and walking modes and can be maneuvered using the 
joysticks on the SPOT tablet controller or touch-to-go mode on the controller screen. It also 

Figure 2. (A) major parts of SPOT; (B) Spot Velodyne LiDAR; (C) mounting the payload on the SPOT
platform (adapted from https://support.bostondynamics.com/s/article/Spot-anatomy accessed on
14 July 2023).

Nominally, the robot can walk in steep terrain, up to ±30◦, in a temperature range of
−20/+45 ◦C with illumination of at least 2 lux, making it particularly suitable for forestry
applications. The maximum step height is 30 cm on flat terrain and 22 cm on stairs.

The SPOT enhanced autonomy payload (EAP), consisting of a SPOT CORE I/O GXP
and a Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR sensor, is placed in the front payload port to improve depth
perception and detection capabilities up to ~120 m, recording the point cloud generated
when working in Autowalk mode. The VLP-16 has a range of 100 m, and the sensor’s low
power consumption (~8W), lightweight (0.83 kg), compact footprint (~Ø103 mm × 72 mm)
and dual return capability make it ideal for UGVs and other mobile applications. Velodyne’s
LiDAR Puck supports 16 channels, ~300,000 points/sec, a 360◦ horizontal field of view, and
a 30◦ vertical field of view, with ±15◦ up and down shooting pulses at 903 nm wavelength.
The Velodyne LiDAR Puck has no visible rotating parts, making it highly resistant in
harsh environments. SPOT CORE I/O provides additional computing capability, with
48 tensor cores, NVIDIA Volta GPU for intensive tasks, and hosts the software required
for the Velodyne LiDAR service to connect with the SPOT robot. SPOT GXP is a part
of SPOT CORE and provides network and data interfaces and regulated power in an
integrated package, greatly enhancing the computing and communications capabilities of
the SPOT platform.

The fundamental aspects of SPOT operations, including walking, posing and safety,
can be performed from a simple tablet or smartphone using the SPOT Boston Dynamics
application. The robot is easy to use and autonomous in everything related to stability and
obstacle avoidance. It features stand and walking modes and can be maneuvered using

https://support.bostondynamics.com/s/article/Spot-anatomy
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the joysticks on the SPOT tablet controller or touch-to-go mode on the controller screen. It
also features an Autowalk mode that allows to record and replay autonomous behaviors.
Autowalk consists of two parts:

• recording missions: drive SPOT along a path and create actions (usually data acquisi-
tion) for the robot to carry out and perform along the way;

• replaying a mission: SPOT will perform recorded movements and actions while
adapting to small changes in the environment.

In the Autowalk mode, SPOT automatically places navigation waypoints along its
path during mission recording and walks from waypoint to waypoint during mission
replay. The basic SPOT platform tracks visual features within 2 m of the robot with stereo
cameras. If SPOT is equipped with a LiDAR, it can track features within that sensor’s range,
typically beyond 50 m. The additional detection range of LiDAR allows SPOT to travel
away from features and through more dynamic environments. During mission replay,
SPOT calculates its position by comparing the characteristics of current sensor data to those
of data snapshots taken at each waypoint during mission recording. SPOT automatically
compensates for deviations in its path and small changes in the environment, but large
discrepancies may require operator intervention. Each mission must begin with a Fiducial,
a specially designed image similar to QR codes that SPOT uses to match its internal map to
the world around it. Fiducials are also used in locations with information gaps along the
mission path to determine the location of SPOT.

2.3. Reference Measurements

All trees with a diameter at breast height (DBH) greater than 2.5 cm within the field test
area were measured with a traditional caliper and their positions were measured using a
Topcon GPT3000M topographic total station in combination with global navigation satellite
systems (GNSSs) Topcon HiPer SR three-frequency receiver, observing the pseudo-range
of GPS, GLONASS, and GALILEO satellites. The GNSS receiver was used to measure the
location and orientation points of the total station used in post-processing to obtain the
geographic coordinates. All data were collected from a total station positioned in the center
of the test area. The polar coordinates of the trees at a height of 1.3 m were measured by
length offset of the spatial polar method, which allows obtainment of Cartesian coordinates
(x, y). Such coordinates were converted into geographic coordinates (WGS84UTM32N)
using the two points measured with GNSS receiver in postprocessing. The resulting tree
positions achieved sub-centimeter accuracy.

2.4. SPOT Data Acquisition

We tested a total of seven acquisition protocols to evaluate the performance of SPOT
together with the EAP Velodyne LiDAR in tree detection and mapping and to assess the
accuracy of DBH measurements. In each scan path, SPOT was teleoperated with a Wi-Fi
connection with the remote controller, but SPOT used its ability to autonomously avoid the
obstacles.

First, we simply guided SPOT to run a transect across the plot (A in Figure 3) using a
one-way at slow speed (OW slow) and then with two back-and-forth ways with both slow
and medium speeds (TW slow and TW med, respectively). Second, we teleguided SPOT
through more complex paths at medium speed with diamond, zig-zag, spiral and, finally,
with a four-petal protocol (Figure 3).

Each scan started and ended (i.e., the initialization of each Autowalk mode) approxi-
mately at the center of the test area, where a fiducial was placed to ensure a closed loop, as re-
quired when the SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) algorithm is used [11,23].
The time required to perform each scan and the length of the path were recorded.
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Figure 3. Field acquisition paths: (A) transect; (B) diamond; (C) zig-zag; (D) spiral; (E) petals. Above
is the planned protocol in a hypothetical scenario, a distribution of simulated trees is shown in green,
and below the SPOT recorded path.

2.5. Tree Detection and DBH Estimation

The final tree position and DBH assessment processing workflows were the same for
all point clouds obtained from SPOT paths. Velodyne point cloud data were processed via
R-CRAN using the lid-R, TreeLS, and rlas packages.

To segment the point clouds obtained from the different protocols into a single tree, a
common procedure was followed using terrestrial or mobile laser scanner. First, the point
clouds were classified into ground and non-ground using the cloth simulation filter (CFS)
algorithm by Zhang et al. [24] and implemented in the lid-r package. Second, the point
cloud was normalized using the classified ground terrain.

The normalized point clouds were then processed using the treeMap. StemPoint
functions implemented in TreeLS into single tree. The Hough transform (HT) method
was used in both functions. The HT circle search algorithm applies a constrained circle
search on discretized point cloud layers. Tree-wise, the circular search is recursive, where
the search for the circle parameters of a stem section is constrained to the feature space
of the underlying stem section. Initial estimates of the stem feature space are performed
on a baseline stem segment, i.e., a low height interval where a tree stem is expected to
be clearly visible in the point cloud: the algorithm is described in detail by de Conto
et al. [25]. The two functions allow extraction of the positions of each tree. Then, for each
segmented tree, forest inventory data were automatically extracted using tlsInventory
function implemented in TreeLS which allows obtainment of the estimates of DBH and H
for a normalized point cloud with assigned stem points. At the end of the procedure for
each tree, we obtained the Cartesian coordinates position in a Cartesian coordinate system.
The results were then rototranslated in geographic coordinate system according to the
benchmark field reference using three trees recognized in the cloud manually. The results
were finally clipped within the test area. Indeed, since some survey protocols required
SPOT to walk in the borders of the test area, and since the sensor has detection capabilities
up to 120 m, other trees had also been detected.

2.6. Data Evaluation

Tree positions and DBHs were calculated from the point clouds generated by each
protocol presented in Figure 3. The estimated DBH and position of the trees were compared
with field-measured reference data, considering only trees with DBH greater than 20 cm.
First, manual co-registration was performed in QGIS software by identifying pairs of
corresponding survey trees. Specifically, the raw data had relative metric coordinates
(surveys started with coordinates 0, 0), which were converted to absolute coordinates of
the center of the study area. Then, each protocol was appropriately georeferenced by
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translating the surveyed trees in concordance with the reference trees. Finally, for each
identified tree, the best match was manually identified [26] based on location, DBH and
spatial pattern of neighboring trees.

2.7. Position Error

The estimated position error of each tree was calculated both as bias on the X and Y
coordinates and as the Euclidean distance between the estimated position and the reference
position measured by the total station. The bias was calculated as the average difference
between the estimated coordinates and those measured with the Topcon station, both for X
and Y. Furthermore, the azimuth in decimal degrees, ranging between 0 and 360 clockwise
from north, was calculated from each pair of estimated position and reference one. The final
position error was calculated by averaging the individual tree distance within each protocol.

2.8. DBH Error

We calculated the estimation errors in DBH when all pairs of trees were identified.
Errors were calculated in terms of bias, root-mean-squared error (RMSE) and percentage
RMSE (RMSE%) with respect to the average reference DBH:

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(yi − ŷi)
2

n
, (1)

where yi and ŷi are the measured and estimated DBH, respectively, and n is the number of
trees measured in each protocol.

3. Results
3.1. Total Station Reference Measurements

A total of 67 trees were measured and calipered, of which 45 had a DBH ≥ 20 cm
(Figure 4). The mean DBH measured in the field was 58.3 cm.

A point cloud was obtained from each one of the field-tested protocols. The acquisition
path that allows obtaining a denser point cloud in terms of point/m2 was the “zig-zag,” fol-
lowed by “spiral” and “petals” (Table 1). These paths allow obtainment of point clouds with
a point density greater than 110 point/m2, while the “diamond,” “TW_slow, “OW_Med”
paths allow obtainment of comparable densities between 74.27 and 76.48 point/m2 (Table 1).
The path OW_slow obtained the lowest point/density of 41.38 point/m2.

Table 1. Characteristics of the point clouds obtained following the tested paths. Area is the area
covered by the laser range, distance is the path length, recorded points are the points recorded in the
scan, while point density is the mean point density per m2 in the scan.

Protocol Area (m2) Distance (m) Recorded
Points

Point Density
(points/m2)

OW Slow 8412 61 348 K 41.38
TW Med 9028 121 690 K 76.48
TW Slow 9628 121 715 K 74.27

Petals 9160 185 1.17 M 128.18
Diamond 7884 128 596 K 75.69

Spiral 9488 200 1.44 M 151.27
Zig-zag 8524 196 1.3 M 152.37
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Figure 4. Maps of single tree acquired by total station (Reference) and by the different SPOT protocols.
The real walking path did not coincide with the theoretical path (Figure 3) due to the presence of
obstacles on the ground (such as stems, regeneration trees, dead wood, etc.), which are typical in
seminatural environments [27].

By analyzing the distribution of points along the Z for the normalized point clouds,
the majority of the points proved to be recorded in the ground (normalized Z = 0), and the
majority of the remaining points were located in the Z range between 0.1 and 2 m, while
few points reached a normalized Z of 3–5 m (Figure 5).

3.2. Tree DBH Errors

Due to the noise in the point cloud, only a few small trees were identified. For this
reason, we focused our comparative analysis on trees with DBH ≥ 20 cm. In the different
protocols, the number of trees detected varied between 17 (for the zig-zag protocol) and 44
(for the petals and spiral protocols) against the 45 measured in the benchmark. The mean
DBH varied from 40.8 cm (zig-zag protocol) to 46.6 cm (TW med and TW slow protocols)
(Table 2) against the true value of 58.3 cm. Figure 6 shows the DBH > 20 cm distribution
from each protocol against the reference DBH distribution. The RMSE% ranged from a
minimum of 39.6 for the TW slow protocol to a maximum of 56.9 for the zig-zag protocol.
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different path. 

  

Figure 5. (A) Distribution of normalized Z (m) of all the points registered within all the scans.
(B) Distribution of normalized Z (m) equal to or above 1.3 m for each of the scan obtained following
the different path.
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Table 2. Result of the measurements for each protocol and related errors on the diameters in terms of
RMSE and RMSE%.

Protocol N Tree (DBH > 20 cm) Mean DBH (cm) RMSE (cm) RMSE%

OW Slow 35 45.6 19.4 45.4
TW Med 37 46.6 17.2 40.3
TW Slow 30 46.6 16.9 39.6

Petals 44 44.9 21.7 50.8
Diamond 40 43.1 19.6 45.9

Spiral 44 45.8 19.9 46.6
Zig-zag 17 40.8 24.3 56.9
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3.3. Tree Positioning Errors

The average distance between observed tree position and that estimated by SPOT
acquisitions ranged between 1.9 m (spiral protocol) and 2.9 m (OW slow protocol) (Table 3),
with a minimum single distance of 0.09 m and a maximum of 8.13. The zig-zag protocol
achieved the minimum bias on the X coordinate (0 m), while the petals and diamond
protocols achieved the minimum bias on the Y one (0 m). The maximum bias on the X
coordinate was −0.8 m (protocol OW slow), while it was ±0.3 on the Y one (protocols TW
slow and TW med). The minimum and maximum absolute difference were 0.002 and 8.1 m
and 0.006 and 4.7 m in the X and Y coordinates, respectively (Figure 7).
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Table 3. Result of the position measurements for each protocol and related errors in terms of mean
distance between the reference tree positioning and the position mapped on the basis of SPOT point
cloud, and bias on X and Y coordinates.

Protocol Mean Distance (m) Bias X Bias Y

OW Slow 2.9 −0.8 0.2
TW Med 2.5 −1.0 −0.3
TW Slow 2.0 −0.7 0.3

Petals 2.3 −0.1 0.0
Diamond 2.7 0.7 0.0

Spiral 1.9 0.2 −0.1
Zig-zag 2.7 0.0 0.1
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4. Discussion

With this contribution, we have presented for the first time in the scientific literature
the potential of the SPOT legged robot to support forest inventory and mensuration by
individual tree detection, mapping and DBH measurements using the LiDAR EAP systems
on board.

SPOT was driven via teleoperation by an operator with no prior specific experience.
From this point of view, SPOT was easy to drive and its autonomous ability to avoid
obstacles worked well in the field, although the test area was quite flat and almost, but not
completely, free of obstacles such as stones, small plants and deadwood. This is especially
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true when SPOT was used at slow or medium speed. For this reason, in complex forest
terrain, we recommend avoiding use at higher speed.

The point clouds recorded by the Velodyne LiDAR of the EAP SPOT system in the
different acquisitions in our test area ranged between 41 and 152 pulses/m2, but the vast
majority of the returns were for relative heights from the ground not higher than 3 meters.
Most of the pulses returned from the ground (Figure 5).

Results in identifying large trees were strongly influenced by the differences in cloud
density. However, it was impossible to identify small trees (DBH < 20 cm) regardless of
cloud characteristics.

When SPOT was operated at low speed, the results were slightly better, but without
strong differences from those obtained with medium speed, while the results in DBH
measurements when more complex paths were run resulted in denser point clouds. The
results of DBH measurements showed RMSE% of 40% for TW at medium and low speed
and below 50% for OW, spiral, and diamond protocols. With the petals and spiral patterns,
it was possible to correctly identify 97% of the large trees. With the zig-zag pattern, the
resulting point cloud was dense but the result in the identification of the trees was poor,
most likely because the frequent changes in the walking direction of the robot negatively
impacted the SLAM procedure and therefore the tree identification.

Regarding the positioning of the trees, the test area elongated in the north–south
direction resulted in less bias in identifying trees according to the y coordinate. However,
although the bias in X and Y coordinates was quite normally distributed (Figure 7), the
resulting error in tree positioning was consistent: only with the spiral pattern was it possible
to have an average positioning error lower than 2 m. Once again, the density of the point
cloud significantly influenced the results.

5. Conclusions

Forest tree monitoring and assessment are rapidly evolving as new information needs
arise and new techniques and tools become available. However, the exploitation of the
latter, as well as their implementation within operative management processes, should be
evidence-based [28]. From this perspective, based on this first experience with SPOT and
from the comparison with a traditional forest survey, some pros and cons clearly emerged
so far.

The pros are that the SPOT robot is able to move in the forest terrain, autonomously
avoiding obstacles, at least in the conditions we experienced in this first test and if maneu-
vered at slow speed. It is therefore plausible that in the future systems could be developed
for a more automatic acquisition of point clouds with SPOT to avoid the need for teleop-
eration. The battery use of SPOT is also good as it easily reaches its maximum nominal
potential: this is an important aspect because SPOT is quite heavy and if it is not able to
walk, its transportation in the field is not easy.

The cons are mainly due to the limited capacity of its EAP LiDAR system. Even though
the hardware (the Velodyne LiDAR) has excellent potential, a formal SLAM procedure
is not yet implemented in the SPOT system and the resulting point clouds are noisy and
difficult to interpret (trees smaller than 20 cm are almost not detected). SPOT’s ability to
move its torso to direct the laser pulses in different directions is good, even though the
resulting cloud had a maximum height above the ground of about 3 m. In this way, it is
possible to measure the DBH of the trees, but not their height. Of course, the SPOT LiDAR
cloud can be combined with the pulses from ALS to create a more complete assessment of
3D forest structure.

It is important to note that the accuracy of the results (especially in DBH measurements)
was highly variable in the different protocols tested, mainly due to the different densities
of the resulting point cloud.

In the near future, we will continue to explore SPOT capabilities for forest inventory
support with a different TLS system connected to payload docks, capable of implementing
a better SLAM procedure. Furthermore, the SPOT’s capabilities could be further explored
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for monitoring and analysis of forest tree plantations, both in stands for industrial timber
production (e.g., hybrid poplar plantations) and in short-rotation forestry. In fact, these
plantations, which play a significant role in wood production [29], are typically located in
flat areas and with homogeneous conditions, particularly suitable for SPOT. Future research
could also explore the feasibility of assessing forest-floor biodiversity attributes, such as
fallen trees, coarse woody debris, and trunk- and root-related microhabitats [30,31], which
can usually require significant time and manual effort during field inventories [32]. In this
context, the wide range of movements of SPOT could overcome the problems related to
static terrestrial laser scanning in detection of microhabitats [33,34].

From these first results, the future use of legged robots seems to be promising to
support forest inventory and mensuration, especially if systems for carrying out missions
in a totally autonomous manner become possible, as is already possible with UAVs.
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